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The Sacred Three-Fold Path
represents the best of all religions.
It is the straight and narrow way of
discipline, virtue & meditation;
the Gnostic path of happiness and beauty.
“We do not scorn nor underestimate any faith.
All religions are priceless jewels along the
Golden thread of divinity.
We only affirm that all religions
come from One Source,
the universal flame of Gnosis.”
Samael Aun Woer
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INTRODUCTION
In spiritual life, there is a way that works. It is an ancient way - one that has existed throughout
time, even before the fall. When mankind descended into the darkened world of ignorance, temptation
and delusion came upon him. Only one path can lead him back - Gnosis (Greek γνώσις) “Knowledge” the course that restores balance between the mind, body and spirit.
The word Gnosis refers to the knowledge we acquire through our own experience, as opposed to
knowledge that we are told or believe in. Gnosis - by whatever name in history or culture - is conscious,
experiential knowledge, not merely intellectual or conceptual knowledge, belief, or theory. This term is
synonymous with the Hebrew “Daath” and the Sanskrit “jna.”
It is the flame from which all religions emerge, because at its core Gnosis is religion. The word
“religion” comes from the Latin word “religare,” which means “to link the Soul to God”; so Gnosis is the
very pure flame from where all religions begin.
A person can spend an entire lifetime studying a variety of religions, arts and sciences and still
accomplish nothing. For it is not by accumulation that one finds freedom in an unfree world, but through
slow and steady progress toward the development of a receptive and tranquil mind.
At a fundamental level, a person‟s progress
is hindered by the Seven Deadly Sins (pride, envy,
addiction,

hatred,

laziness,

lust

and

greed).

Neocortex:
Conscious Human
Brain
Paleomammalian:
subconscious
animal brain,
emotions

Strangely enough, these characteristics are hard
wired in us and are the result of the natural,
biological and evolutionary programming of the
lower, primitive parts of our brain; specifically, the

Reptilian Brain:
unconscious,
survival

Reptilian Brain, which is unconscious and anxious
for food and sex; and the Paleomammalian, subconscious-animal brain, which is predominately concerned
with love and acceptance. It is also the seat of emotions. These two parts of the human brain determine a
large portion of our thoughts and feelings.
The youngest and most undeveloped part of the human brain is the Neocortex. It is where
conscious awareness resides. Therefore, the immediate goal of a spiritual life is to strengthen this region
of the brain. It is the only way to conquer the lower reptilian and animal aspects in ourselves. We must
die to the animal nature. If we do not practice awareness, or fail to focus with concentration and attention
through daily meditation, we will not learn to discern or become aware of the self-serving “survival”
thoughts which influence much of our perception. And it is these thoughts and feelings that engender our
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problems of fear, anger, worry, anxiety, depression and guilt, leading to behaviors that manifest as the
Seven Deadly Sins.
Happiness and contentment are not as difficult to attain as we may believe, since these
characteristics are not dependent upon conditions outside of us, but rather, inside. It is important to
realize that through the path of Gnosis, self-study and applying the three simple methods presented in
this book, almost anyone can find sense of equanimity in this world.
This Sacred Three-Fold Path is clearly not for everyone. There are many levels of understanding
and processes that an individual must experience in a particular incarnation. People live at different
levels of awareness and understanding. Therefore, each person must work out their own liberation, and
in their own time. No one can do it for us. What cannot be learned from wisdom must be learned through
woe. This is why there is so much unconscious suffering and separation between families, nations and
countries. These problems can only be addressed within an individual.
Just as man possesses a Triune Brain, he also inhabits a trinity of three principle aspects: intellect,
emotion and the physical body. These are part of an integral unity that cannot be separated or ignored.
Each one strengthens or weakens the other. The most important part of any spiritual quest is to unify
these aspects of our wholeness into an indivisible whole.
This book is concerned with one thing – communicating the methods that strengthen the
conscious human part of the brain and cultivate the practical habits that encourage spiritual maturity.
The goal is God, but one must first triumph over the animal programming. This requires working on
character. To achieve balance, it is wise to practice good, thoughts, good words and good deeds. This is
The Sacred Three-Fold Path - a pathway toward integrating wholeness.
Briefly, here are the lifestyle choices that strengthen each aspect of our lives:


BODY: Simple Vegetarian Diet & Yoga are necessary disciplines for healing and strengthening the
physical body. This solves our cravings and addictions, relieves our sense of insecurity and helps
calm the Reptilian Brain from its obsessive, instinctual drive for physical survival.



HEART: Practicing the Seven Virtues – choosing to create a soothing environment, either alone or
within Perfect Matrimony (Sacred Sexuality) through ambience, soft music, candles, incense and
a lifestyle of gentleness. All of these help maintain equanimity, leading us to compassionate
thoughts, words and deeds. This in turn, quiets the animal brain - which is the seat of emotions
and feelings.
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MIND: Breath Meditation is an essential practice for gaining control over our two lower brains.
This is the process of “dying” to our animal nature. Meditation strengthens our human brain
(Neocortex) and allows us to dissociate from the behaviors, emotions and painful mental
structures that are unconsciously directing us.
Herein is the simple key to the wisdom taught by all religions - in every culture – an ancient path

that is consistent with every philosophy throughout the world. It is a system that goes beyond belief
because it requires an individual‟s conscious experience and understanding. Beliefs arise from the
dualistic thought processes within the primitive brain. But reason and discernment reside in the
conscious, higher part. When a sincere seeker of truth begins to increase their own sense of watchfulawareness, they eventually find themselves stepping into the enchanted garden of Gnosis – knowledge of
the Divine.
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THE SACRED THREE-FOLD PATH

1.
2.
3.
4.

Human Life is impermanent & unreliable, therefore ultimately unsatisfying.
This unsatisfactoriness happens because we habitually grasp for pleasure and push away pain.
The cure for overcoming dissatisfaction is in ‘embracing’ the pain of life and ‘extending’ compassion.
Mastery is achieved by following the Sacred Three-Fold Path: meditation, virtue & discipline.
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Three streams radiate from an Unknown Source
Three eternal currents The stream of life
The stream of sound
The stream of light
The human body contains three energetic receptors,
formed in such a way that we may arouse
and receive the Holy streams of life, sound and light.
The receptive centers are like sealed books,
each must be unlocked inside us.
One is located in the region of the sex organs (life)
One is located at the heart (sound)
One is located at the pineal in the center of the brain (light).
By following these teachings The Sacred Three-Fold Path
The Holy Law:
good deeds, good words and good thoughts a man can mature spiritually
and absorb the superior frequencies.
He can learn to consciously connect with these currents,
reflecting the trinity of the Endless One;
Three Streams – One Source,
changeless, immortal, untouched, unseen
and known by those who dare to look inside themselves.
The awakened one discovers
an infinite wellspring everywhere
flowing from the Great Source
which can be experienced through the union
of the Fire of Life and the sexual waters.
Through the practice of ardent sensing, listening and looking,
we encounter that which is nameless
that which is One
that which is silent
that which is eternal
and blessed with all Power, Love and Wisdom.
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Can you wait in the deep and penetrating stillness
And allow these currents to engulf you?
If you cannot feel it,
then stand barefoot in the early morning dew
and absorb the vital rays of the rising sun.
Be renewed by the waters of the Earthly Mother
And breathe the pure air of the Heavenly Father.
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An unawakened person lives his life
ignorant of the currents of life, sound and light.
Thus he remains adrift in an endless stream
of meaningless thoughts.
The unawakened has not suffered enough.
For when a person reaches their limit
and can no longer tolerate pain and suffering,
they are prepared to look inward.
They are ready to find a better way,
willing to embrace the Seven Virtues
and renounce the Seven Deadly Sins.
The unawakened lives like a man trapped in a round room;
though all his needs are met,
he thinks of himself abandoned
and can find no way out.
Around the circumference of the room are seven doors each representing seven different points of view different ways of satisfying cravings.
Each door has a name:
pride, envy, gluttony, hatred, laziness, lust and greed.
Behind each one lies a long corridor
stretching as far as the eye can see different images, colors, smells and sounds,
stimulating worlds
inhabited by people like himself.
In these corridors,
beings come and go like apparitions bountiful delights,
sensual enchantment,
abundant music, food, wine, excitement, adventure;
every kind of interaction
dramatically played out,
each one explored, considered, studied, relished exciting for a while…
And beyond that there is nothing.
Every karmic path leads to an inevitable dead end.
Every corridor,
though seemingly infinite,
goes nowhere,
no end in sight only back to the round room.
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Out of sheer boredom and restlessness,
the man may spend lifetime upon lifetime
exploring these phantom passageways;
endlessly finding himself unsatisfied
and disillusioned once again.
How can he ever find a way out?
…only by emptying
…only by letting go
…no more grasping
…no more aversion
…resting quietly within himself .
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III
Three-ness exists throughout the universe.
It is reflected in sacred relationship:
father, mother and divine child
Three aspects of time:
past, present and future
Three characteristics of water:
ice, liquid, steam
Three measures of motion:
slow, medium, fast
Three standard sizes:
small, average, large
Three parts of the human brain as well:
the lizard (Reptilian brain),
the animal (Paleomammalian),
and the human brain (Neocortex)
The reptilian is unconscious,
ancient, emotionless reactive, quick moving, compulsive.
It is self-centered, bossy, arrogant,
cold, ritualistic, repetitive, fanatical
and obsessed with two things to ensure its survival:
food and sex.
The animal brain is subconscious,
the region of long term memory.
It is primitive, emotional, passionate.
Responding to the reactions of the reptilian anxiety,
the animal strives to control the environment:
avoiding pain and ensuring pleasure,
seeking love, acceptance, recognition,
wanting approval, acknowledgment, security.
An awakened person rises above
these primitive influences;
nurtures a healthier, stronger
and more conscious human brain.
Because our ability to reason is less developed
we must exercise daily discipline
and encourage growth and maturity.
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At a mature level of spiritual awakening,
man desires to empty himself completely into God
woman seeks to be filled by God.
These two qualities complement each other.
Five habits assist a man and a woman to realize these powers:
Strengthening their vitality,
the mature couple conserves their sexual power,
nurturing a sensual, sacred marriage They make love as often as they desire.
They preserve their sacred life-essence
and vow never to spill the sexual waters.
Strengthening the physical organism,
they refrain from alcoholic intoxicants and chemical poisons
and never eat the bodies of slain beasts
for this violates the highest virtue.
They enjoy a modest diet
wholesome, natural foods,
pure water, fermented and cooked grains,
grasses of the fields, nuts and fruit
from the table of the Earthly Mother.
And God said, “Behold, I have given you every herb yielding seed,
which is upon the face of all the earth,
and every tree which bears fruit yielding seed;
to you it shall be for food.” (Genesis 1:29)
Strengthening their limbs,
they engage in gentle exercise each day –
stretching, walking, revering nature,
absorbing the terrestrial forces of
air, water, sun and earth.
Strengthening the union of their heart,
they seek harmony,
and contemplate the Angels of the Seven Virtues:
Spiritual Humility, Happiness for Others, Temperance,
Loving Kindness, Creative Work, Chastity and Generosity;
Extending compassion and blessings in all directions
they steadfastly support one another
in overcoming the Seven Deadly Sins.
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Strengthening the mind,
they remain vigilant,
supporting wakefulness devoting time to meditation and prayer,
anchoring and concentrating on the outflow of breath
observing all thoughts that arise
letting them pass away breathing in…
breathing out…
Improving in meditation
their physical bodies rejuvenate;
establishing calmness,
inner strength and willpower.
Over time, they find themselves soothed and at peace.
Along the path of sacred matrimony,
a disciplined couple
establishes an igneous love bond,
a spiritual-connection that transcends the ephemeral.
This approach nourishes and sustains an adoring couple
no matter what happens.
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IV
The physical body needs just a few simple things:
healthy food, warmth, shelter,
comfortable clothing and gentle exercise.
When these basics are satisfied,
one is free to concentrate instead
upon the divine radiations
and achieving spiritual perfection.
Troubles arise in life from the primitive brain because it is not interested in anything
other than its own survival programming.
The reptilian brain wants food and sex.
The animal seeks emotional acceptance and safety.
These are the goals they seek nothing more.
Primal instincts help the body survive,
but it isn‟t everything.
The higher brain needs something else.
To thrive and mature,
human beings need spiritual understanding.
We must grow beyond beliefs,
and pursue the divine streams
of life, sound and light;
Nothing else will satisfy this longing.
The eye is the lamp of the body;
If therefore your eye be bright,
Your whole body is also lighted.
(St. Matthew 6:22)
The receptive organ for receiving
these higher frequencies is the pineal gland.
The pineal is the antennae
the divine portal,
the gateway to spiritual perception.
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V
I have just three treasures,
The Sacred Three-Fold Path:
Discipline (power)
Virtue (love)
Meditation (wisdom).
Discipline of the body:
Simple food, gentle exercise
and preserving the sexual waters
Virtuous behavior:
Abiding in the Seven Virtues,
and overcoming the Seven Deadly Sins;
through the deed well done,
the word well spoken,
and the thought well thought.
Virtue improves one‟s life
and establishes peace;
through ardent kisses and rapturous pleasure
in the bed-chamber of sacred marriage (life),
kind words spoken from the heart (sound),
compassion and understanding (light).
Meditation and prayer:
Strengthen the higher brain through receptive silence and concentration
on the streams of life, sound and light.
Improve the higher brain with discipline,
practice sensing, listening and looking
in wakefulness,
anchoring attention on the outbreath,
allowing thoughts to rise and pass away,
living with the in breath,
dying on the out breath…
What remains is only calm mind –
calm body.
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VI
Self-discipline preserves the life-force energy.
It is essential for achieving happiness.
It is the way out of dualistic thinking.
Human birth is precious.
And the body a vehicle used either for good or evil.
One may preserve and ascend the sexual energy
or discharge and descend the sexual energy.
One way leads to bliss the other toward disillusionment
to be recycled
again and again
into the wombs of dullards.
This is what the Great Saints and Avatars
teach at the foundation of all religious traditions;
It is the Great Arcanum –
The secret path of Gnosis And at its heart is Sacred Matrimony,
divine knowledge of the union of man and woman,
phallus and uterus.
Sexual alchemy is concealed
from anyone who would abuse
or misuse it for selfish purposes.
Great power is realized
through the joining of male and female.
But ignorance and craving
inevitably leads toward spilling the semen.
Many remain unconscious –
devitalized and corrupted
they have become infrasexual beings,
abhorring normal sexuality
perverted, seductive, depraved hating Sacred Matrimony.
“And it came to pass when Onan went in unto his brother’s wife
that he spilled his semen on the ground,
lest that he should raise an offspring to his brother.
And the thing which he did was displeasing
in the sight of the Lord (karmic Law)
wherefore he slew him also.” (Genesis 38:9-10)
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Squandering sexual energy causes one to weaken the kundalini;
promiscuity, voyeurism, masturbation,
lust, adultery and fornication –
all these lead to ruin.
While some languish the holy fire in celibacy
and weaken the zeal of passion both lead to the same result,
deterioration of the regenerative power of sexual energy.
But for those who sincerely
want to awaken their vital energy;
there is a pathway that works:
Rejuvenate the body temple
Do not spill the semen
Practice fasting and prayer
Eat from the table of the Earthly Mother Rest in the arms of the Heavenly Father Work outside Absorb the terrestrial forces of life, sound and light.
And always keep a prayer of thankfulness on your lips.
Build the Kingdom of God within just as a builder makes a bridge,
stone by stone.
Discipline,
Virtuous behavior,
Meditation and prayer These are the building blocks of intelligence.
Discipline must be founded in the body,
establishing good health and temperate living,
preserving the sexual waters.
Virtue must be planted in the heart,
by politeness,
kind words,
and compassion.
Meditation must be rooted in the mind
through silence, stillness
and daily meditation
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The man of discipline is like an arrow shot from a bow.
Once the target is in sight
the arrow makes a straight path
and does not waver.
Whosoever is determined to live the Sacred Three-Fold Path,
he cannot be deterred,
not by sickness, disease, poverty or imprisonment.
The man of discipline works in whatever capacity he can,
always moving forward,
seeking to open his heart in compassion.
Whatever circumstances his life offers he continues to purify and prepare his body
to receive the streams of life, sound and light.
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VII
Virtues are precious flowers
that adorn the awakened person seven senses
seven churches
each one receptive to the emanations from the Great Source.
Virtues sustain the spirit in heartfelt sacrifice and compassion good deeds, good words and good thoughts –
Three Sacred Forces:
life, sound and light.
A virtuous person‟s words are like a honeycomb,
sweet to the soul and strength to the bones.
Loving words in a man‟s mouth
are like the wellspring of deep waters,
benefiting the world in kindness and mercy.
Whoever wants to know God, let him hear:
Virtuous deeds, words and thoughts,
integrity, goodness and righteousness These are the only shields against wickedness
sure protection from the seven deadly sins.
No one can look upon the face of the Heavenly Father.
Yet to know virtue within oneself
is to know the Heavenly Father
for the Heavenly Father is the Source of all Virtue.
Virtue is a ladder
ascending to the height of heaven step by step we follow
The Sacred Three-Fold Path
of power, love and wisdom,
absorbing life, sound and light.
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May we walk the path of Generosity
and shun darkness and greed,
extending kindness, mercy and forgiveness
toward each brother and sister
standing before us;
let us embrace their suffering
without prejudice
without expectation
without aversion
not holding back a smile or kind word.
The ancient saints and sages taught one thing;
to awaken, we must die
and conquer the ego.
We must transcend the animal nature.
Mankind is born in a stable,
among the beasts.
Therefore, he must use his willpower
to master his primitive brain.
For it is in giving that we receive
and it is in dying that we are born to eternal life.
May we walk the path of Sacred Purity
and shun all lust and fornication.
Let us not spill the sexual waters;
for there is no greater sin than to blaspheme the Holy Spirit.
The Holy Spirit is the serpentine power.
It can ascend upward and form the living Christ (non-dualism)
or descend downward into the tail of Satan (dualism)
Discharging the life-giving sexual waters,
and expelling the life-essence through orgasm
drove Adam and Eve from paradise,
leaving them to wander in the wilderness of the underworld
in suffering, pain and misery.
To awaken, one should strive for perfect matrimony,
and know the beloved
with a complete heart and mind.
The awakened one delights in the union of man and woman,
while entwined in the heavenly embrace
of holy water and sacred fire.
For it has been given unto man
one perfect pathway to fulfillment not to dwell alone,
but to know the sanctified power of chaste sexuality;
through death (wisdom)
through sacrifice (love)
through rebirth (power).
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May we walk the path of Right Effort
and shun all forms of laziness,
the inertia of idleness.
Let him who is of sound body, heart and mind
create beauty
and enjoyment all around him.
Innovative invention should bring freedom
to people everywhere sweet melodies, inspiring words,
art and beauty,
endless gardens, meadows and hillsides
abundant flowers, grass and fruit.
When one has found a holy task
worthy of time and effort
it becomes a fountain of deep joy,
renewing, endless delight
to the mind and body.
The heart sings in gladness
to the Angel of Creative Work;
she who holds in her hands
the power to purify the heart with fullness
and drive away all fear of death.
May we walk the path of Love
and shun all hatred and anger.
For it is only through love
that we feel the presence of God‟s angels the true ministers of man,
lifting us from despair and ignorance.
Holy messengers hover near and all around
anyone who prefers loving kindness and virtue
rather than anger and fear
in any situation he finds himself.
Let the man of loving kindness ascend to superior feelings
and let him embrace empathy
toward suffering humanity.
And when troubles befall him
may a thousand angels rush in
and come to his aid;
For love is the greatest power in all the universe.
It knows no limit,
has no fixed goal.
Love pierces the fortresses of fear,
and drives away all darkness.
Love sees no one as an enemy,
it holds no grievances.
Love is gratitude toward Him the beloved Heavenly Father;
For the Heavenly Father is Love,
and Love is of the Heavenly Father.
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May we walk the path of Temperance
and shun all gluttony and addiction
for no man can reach the currents of superior
deeds, words and thoughts
while intoxicated by food, drugs or drink.
In all things, the man of Temperance chooses moderation,
and enjoys the blessings of the Earthly Mother.
In joy and thanksgiving
he delights in the gifts of nature –
and does not eat the body of death.
Therefore, the man of Temperance
prepares his breakfast
with fruits, almonds and honey,
thus providing his brain
with the necessary atoms for good memory.
May he go gently in life
resting quietly in the enfolding arms
of the angels of the Earthly Mother,
rather than indulging the cravings of demons.
Let him seek refuge in the emanations of the Divine.
For the Earthly Mother offers only the beneficial,
life-giving and soothing balm of life.
All that a man needs to find health and joy
she offers freely all manner of herbs, grasses, fruit and grain,
the milk of beasts, the honey of bees,
the life-giving seeds of trees,
sun, stars, air, water,
mineral, mountain, soil,
ocean, lake, prairie and forest.
All these delight one who is awakened
to the abundance of the Earthly Mother
and willing to drink from her quickening breasts.
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May we walk the path of Happiness for Others
and shun all envious thoughts and evil words.
There is no greater happiness
than to extend blessings
toward suffering humanity.
All beings want to be happy.
All beings want to be free from suffering.
But the tenebrous ones hide in the shadows
constantly distorting man‟s mind;
false values and false desires
envious and covetous thoughts
make one hard and cruel,
uncaring and malicious,
nasty and unforgiving.
All these lead to ruin and despair.
Without a sincere desire to see others happy
and free of suffering and pain,
one cannot awaken to the immediate now;
for he will perceive himself in lack,
unfulfilled and frustrated,
bewildered in a hell realm
of craving and aversion.
The awakened ones offer the world this simple prayer,
“Angel of Happiness, descend upon my thinking body
and purify all my deeds, words and thoughts.”
May we walk the path of Humility
and shun all pride,
for the wages of sin are death… (Romans 6:23)
Death is the opposite of life And life is all that the Creator created,
therefore, death is nothing.
It is a path leading nowhere.
Only those who hold thoughts of unity are truly awake.
They live in a state of total dependence
upon the Heavenly Father.
Humility is the gentlest virtue of all,
for it comes from the realization that only truth is true
and what is not true is nothing
and has no meaning,
not now, not later, not ever.
Humility, modesty and meekness are words that describe
those who are truly awakened.
Awakened from ignorance, greed and self-importance,
they simply trust in God above all else.
They trust in the non-duality of the Heavenly Father;
for the Heavenly Father is One
and being One
knows everything as One.
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VIII
Meditation pierces the darkness of ignorance
and brings light to the awakened mind.
Here one becomes purified.
Wisdom is the force behind meditation
And breath is the key to accessing that force.
Wisdom rides on zephyr winds
bringing dissolution to the ego,
death to the animal nature.
Meditation awakens the eternal newness
of true reality,
the holy Now.
What is experienced in the immediate moment
is simply life itself nothing more
nothing less
Awakening to that realization is not difficult.
But closing oneself off is a weary path toward suffering.
Closing requires constant defense against the truth.
Truth is profoundly simple:
What is happening right now
is all there is there is nothing else.
Nothing happens next.
All problems are easy to solve,
once you recognize that the human brain
operates at a capacity
that is about ninety percent primitive.
And your thoughts are primarily concerned with a „self‟
that isn‟t really there anyway.
It is past and gone.
And the future And what you like
And what you don‟t like
And what you want
And what you don‟t want None of these thoughts mean anything.
Thoughts arise from the unconscious part of the brain,
and as they filter into the subconscious
they become emotionally charged,
then projected out upon the world.
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By the time you become aware of the thought
it‟s already distorted
and colored with fears, hopes,
desires, associations, images, feelings,
painful memories from the past…
…delusional madness.
Living in the time loop,
it‟s always something One minute „this‟
next minute „that‟.
If you sit still long enough, you‟ll see.
Thoughts come and go
and change every moment.
The goal of meditation is to get free of this;
to spend more time experiencing “real life”.
Whatever is happening right now;
that‟s basically it.
Watching the process of “breathing out”
is a daily dying practice letting go
not clinging
not pushing anything away Finding freedom from the karmic wheel of cause and effect
is a process of enlivening the brain;
softness, wakefulness, surrendering,
and becoming aware of the holy emanations
that are flowing into you from the Heavenly Father.
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IX
To experience cosmic conscious awareness,
it is necessary for the human being
to surrender himself completely to the spiritual,
to the internal.
The most characteristic features of those individuals
who are prepared to receive the cosmic conscious awareness
is that they look at the world as illusion.
They have the feeling that the world,
and the great reality they seek,
the spiritual,
the truth,
is beyond illusion.
It is crucial that sexual matrimony be combined
with internal meditation and virtuousness.
The power of regeneration is undeniably sexual.
The human being has the power to recreate himself.
And the key to this power resides
in the union of the phallus and the uterus.
What is important is that the couple learns how to withdraw
from the sexual act before the spasm,
before the seminal discharge.
Human life in itself has no meaning.
To be born, to grow, to work hard in order to live,
to reproduce oneself as any animal
and then die is really a chain of sorrowfulness
that the human being carries within himself.
If that is life, it is not worthy of living.
Fortunately, we have in our sexual glands the seed.
From this seed can be born the Christ awareness,
the Golden Child of sexual alchemy.
For this is certainly worth living.
The path is sexual transmutation.
Christ said, “And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness,
even so must the Son of Man be lifted up.” (St. John 3:14)
The Son of Man has the Christ-potential within him.
Sexual regeneration activates the powers that we had in Eden.
Humanity lost those powers when we fell into animal generation.
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Sexual transmutation rejuvenates the pineal gland.
The human being is a triad of body, mind and spirit.
There is a mediator between the spirit and the body.
This is the mind.
The mind expresses itself through marvelous internal senses.
These senses are known as chakras.
The fires of the heart control the ascension of the sexual energy.
The pineal gland is intimately related to the chakras
of the gonads or sexual glands.
The greater the level of sexual potency,
the greater the development of the pineal gland.
There are four distinct spiritual paths:
fakirs, monks, scholars and the Perfect Matrimony,
willpower, sacrifice, effort and struggle.
The path of the Perfect Matrimony
permits us to travel the four paths during the sexual act itself.
During the sexual act,
we transmute the brutal instincts
of our physical body into willpower,
the passionate emotions of spirit into love,
and the mental impulses into comprehension.
As Awakened Beings,
we perform the Great work
and travel along the four paths in practice.
Man must enjoy love‟s blessings and adore a woman.
Sexual enjoyment is a legitimate right of humans.
Enjoy love‟s blessing but do not spill the semen.
Do not commit this sacrilege.
Do not be a fornicator.
Chastity turns us into divine human beings.
Moses practiced Perfect Matrimony exclusively
in order to lift the serpent upon the staff.
In the terrifying darkness of centuries past,
the sublime and austere hierophants of the great mysteries
were guardians of the Great Arcanum.
The great priests had sworn silence,
and the key to the Ark of science
was hidden from the eyes of the people.
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Sacred Sexuality was only known and practiced by the great priests.
The couples knew how to withdraw in time
to avoid spilling the sacred wine.
The secret of Sacred Sexual Magic was incommunicable.
This is the Great Arcanum.
To fully awaken the Kundalini,
man needs woman.
Yet, we must warn that the initiate must practice Sacred Sexuality with only one woman.
Those who practice with different women commit the sin of adultery.
They do not progress in these studies.
Perfect Matrimony can only be practiced
between a man and a woman committed to each other
It is necessary to avoid seduction, abduction,
carnal orgies and lustful passion.
When we renounce the animal impulse for sexual release,
the marvelous fluid returns to the organism,
multiplying the ineffable splendors.
This is how we form the Christ Consciousness within.
Thus, with sexual energy,
we can form the Christ or the Devil within us.
Those who possess cosmic conscious awareness,
the Christ within,
find themselves in a state of non-dualistic perception.
They see God everywhere and in everyone.
Upon stimulation of the sexual organs the semen multiplies.
When it is not spilled, it is transmuted.
Sexual force is the sword with which the inner Divine Presence
overcomes the tenebrous ones.
“He who has ears, let him hear what the Spirit says to the Seven Churches:
To him who overcomes, I will give to eat of the tree of life,
which is in the midst of the paradise of my God.” (The Revelation of St. John the Divine 2:7)
All those who practice Sacred Sexuality open the Seven Churches.
But whoever spills the semen after having worked
with the Kundalini inevitably fails,
because the Kundalini then descends
one or more vertebrae in accordance with the magnitude of the fall.
Therefore, we should struggle until we reach perfect chastity.
The igneous serpent of our mystical powers
emerges from its dormant state
and rises through the spinal canal toward the chalice (the brain).
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Certain nerve filaments that connect the seven chakras,
or sympathetic plexus,
with the spinal column,
branch out from the medullar canal.
The sacred fire activates these seven magnetic centers.
And the transmitting antenna is the pineal gland.
The path of Sexual Matrimony is holy.
That is why the homes of Gnostic initiates
must have a background of happiness,
music and ineffable kisses;
dance, love, and the joy of affection
strengthen the embryo of the Christ-seed within.
Thus, this is how Gnostic homes are a true paradise of love and wisdom.
Liquor and fornication must be banished from the sanctuary of Gnostic homes.
However, we must not be fanatics.
Whosoever is incapable of handling one drink at a social gathering
is as weak as someone who cannot control his liquor and gets drunk.
People who do not spill their semen,
retain and accumulate for themselves
peace, abundance,
wisdom, happiness, and love.
Arguments within homes can be eliminated
with the key of Perfect Matrimony;
this is the secret to true happiness.
In the home of Gnostic initiates,
the objective of delightful dances,
joyful music and ardent kisses,
where couples come into intimate sexual contact,
is the mutual magnetization of man and woman.
The man needs the fluids of his wife if he truly wishes to progress
and the woman needs the sexual fire of her husband
to develop all of her powers.
Every religion that degenerates preaches celibacy.
Every religion at the beginning of its glorious splendor
teaches the path of the Perfect Matrimony.
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Sexual abstinence that is encouraged
by infrasexual people is absolutely impossible.
Nature rebels against that type of abstention.
Nocturnal emissions are the outcome of celibacy;
it inevitably ruins the organism.
“Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit,
he cannot enter into the Kingdom of God.” (St. John 3:5)
„Water‟, of the Gospel is the semen itself,
and Spirit is the sexual fire.
The Son of Man is born from the water and the fire.
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X
Knowledge (Gnosis) stands clear and bright.
It is incredibly simple!
Words can never express this condition.
It is an inward state
It comes through direct realization
and awakens the sacred vision within you.
Grace makes it possible.
How does it awaken?
By affirming this:
All is God
Everything is God
There is nothing else!
All the forms, images, sensations,
thoughts and emotions
you see and hear are just God…
hints of God
manifestations of God
Nothing else.
God is One Spirit… One Force… One Presence…
Holy Divine, eternal, mysterious and Christ is the awakened consciousness in you,
the one who recognizes,
“All is God”.
God Itself exists outside of time.
outside the space dimension….
But within time, within space, within form,
your chosen karma is unwinding –
desires are playing out,
through the exploration of dualistic forms and images.
It is our own karmic energy that we are choosing to live out.
Why?
Because we want it!
And the karmic effects last as long as it lasts.
That‟s the good news.
The bad news is that it lasts as long as it lasts,
before finally burning itself out
and becoming some other karma.
And on it goes.
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Whatever is happening,
whoever is presently appearing in your life,
recognize them as a holy manifestation of God,
appearing in the exact form you need
to help you get past all karma.
Every situation arises with suffering attached to it.
Working through the pain, disappointment, frustration and confusion of life
is part of the experiential learning.
But you can speed up the process by choosing love.
Love opens it all up It releases you
and takes you beyond karma.
That is the gift of Grace –
Grace cleanses your karma
It is a blessing that comes straight from the Heart of God
into your heart.
But understand this:
your will, wants, desires, sins, virtues, thoughts,
none of it means anything to God.
It‟s not His trip.
God doesn‟t care about any of that stuff at all
He lacks nothing –
being all of it,
he is already everything,
perfectly complete, still and expanded.
Grace is the force that cracks the lid off delusion,
unlocks the prison bars of time,
reduces the weight of your karma.
Grace opens you up to the one truth that “All is God”.
Grace replaces karma with love.
If you want to finish your karma faster
then extend love to whatever is going on.
With all your heart and mind,
embrace the pain
allow it
welcome it
Don‟t get hung up on meaningless, impermanent forms.
Open to the Consciousness of Christ,
Awaken the awareness that recognizes itself as part of God,
Hold only one focus …
All is God.
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Evening Communions with the Angels of the Seven Virtues
Chakra

Evening

Virtue

“animal” sin

Communion

7 Crown

Friday

Humility

pride

“Angel of Humility, descend upon
my spirit and let me be humbly
grateful to God for all His blessings.”

6 Pineal

Saturday

Happiness

envy

“Angel of Happiness, descend upon my
thinking body and purify all my deeds,
words and thoughts.”

5 Throat

Sunday

Temperance

gluttony

“Angel of Temperance, enter my body
and let me enjoy moderation in all
things.”

4 Heart

Monday

Love

hatred

“Angel of Love, descend upon my
feeling body and purify all my feelings,
and let me extend compassion
and blessing to all beings everywhere.”

3 Solar

Tuesday

Creative Work

laziness

“Angel of Creative Work, enter my
limbs and give me the strength to
cultivate beauty all around me.”

2 Generative

Wednesday

Chastity

lust

“Angel of Chastity, purify me in Sacred
Marriage and ascend the Fire of Life
throughout my entire body.”

1 Root

Thursday

Generosity

greed

“Angel of Generosity; descend upon me
and let God‟s abundance flow freely
through me.”

